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Project Overview

The current taxi phase models in the AEDT make a number of simplifying assumptions that reduce the accuracy of their fuel
burn and emissions predictions. First, the current AEDT model assumes a constant engine-specific thrust level (and resulting
fuel flow rate) during taxi, determined from engine manufacturer certification data (International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO), n.d.). However, this assumption can be significantly different from actual characteristics during operational
conditions for a given aircraft because of factors such as the age of the engine (as the engine gets older, the amount of fuel
it burns changes), as well as pilot technique (chosen taxi thrust level or “riding the brakes” instead of throttling down the
engines when coming to a stop). Second, default taxi times are often assumed to be consistent with the standard certification
landing and take-off (LTO) cycle, which assumes 26 min of taxi time on the airport surface, typically broken into 19 min for
taxi-out and 7 min for taxi-in. Clearly, different airports may have very different taxi times depending on topology,
configuration, congestion levels, and so on, which can lead to a large range in taxi times. Using empirical data to determine
realistic taxi time distributions can be effective, but these distributions need to be updated regularly to capture evolving
airport conditions. Finally, the fuel burn contribution in the non-movement area from the gate time, pushback, and engine
start events [including engine and auxiliary power unit (APU) contributions] are typically neglected but can be significant.
This project addresses these three issues by leveraging empirical data to build statistical and predictive models of fuel flow
for a given airport and aircraft type. These analyses are designed to capture “first-order” enhancements to provide
recommendations for future development of tools such as AEDT.
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Task 1 - Progress and Plans

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory

Objective

The objective of this research project is to identify and evaluate first-order methods to improve taxi performance modeling
in AEDT to better reflect actual operations. This objective will be met through analyses using surface surveillance (Airport
Surface Detection Equipment, Model X; ASDE-X) and Aviation System Performance Metrics (ASPM) taxi time datasets, in
combination with a statistical analysis of flight data recorder (FDR) archives and other operational fuel burn data. Subsequent
research phases may address potential higher-order enhancement areas.

Research Approach

This report focuses on the latest accomplishments of the Phase 2 activities.
Task 1.A: Extend Phase 1 analysis to broader range of aircraft types
Phase 1 of ASCENT 46 (July 2016 to August 2017) extended this approach by synthesizing such statistical models with
surface traffic models obtained through analysis of ASDE-X data (Dopelheuer & Lecht, 1998). A particular focus of this phase
was the analyses needed to identify and extract first-order versus higher-order effects on fuel burn. To do so, we considered
fuel consumed in the non-movement area (including gate, pushback, and engine start events that have previously not been
studied in detail, as well as accounting for APU fuel during these events), as well as the movement areas, including the
relative effects of acceleration events on fuel burn compared with baseline fuel flow rates.
Through a synthesis of prior work in Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) 02-27 (Martin et al., 1996), ACRP 02-45
(Kyprianidis et al., 2015), AEDT documentation, stakeholder input, and data analysis, the following gaps were identified: (1)
a need to improve/refresh taxi times at different airports; (2) absence of a surface-specific regression model, even for
modeling the baseline fuel burn index; (3) no evaluation of the magnitude of non-movement area, engine startup, or APU
fuel burn impacts; and (4) no consideration of acceleration events and the resulting increase in the fuel flow rate. In addition,
we noted that existing surface APM models were deterministic in nature and did not evaluate the uncertainty or variability
associated with real operations.
Figure 1 shows a typical fuel flow rate profile (post-pushback and engine start) during taxi-out. It can be seen that the fuel
flow rate profile (red curve) can be divided into two distinct regions: a baseline region and a fuel flow spike region. The
baseline region is characterized by an almost constant (low-variation) fuel flow rate having a low value. The fuel flow spike

region is characterized by spikes in the fuel flow rate with values greater than the baseline fuel flow rate. Therefore, these
two fuel flow rate regions need to be modeled separately.

Figure 1. Typical fuel flow rate profile in taxi-out; FDR, flight data recorder.
Phase 1 also analyzed different characteristics of the baseline fuel flow region for two example aircraft types, the A330-343
and the B777-300ER, extracted from operational FDR data and found that, on average, more than 90% of taxi-out fuel
consumption occurs during the baseline fuel flow region. Therefore, in the current work, only the baseline fuel flow region
was modeled and the fuel flow spikes were neglected. Figure 1 also shows a mean baseline fuel flow rate (in blue) obtained
by averaging the baseline fuel flow rates for a particular taxi-out operation.
The values of aircraft acceleration during taxi are generally not explicitly recorded in the trajectory data. Hence, the raw
trajectory data are smoothed in order to estimate the variables of interest (such as acceleration mode, shown in green in
Figure 1). Finally, the mean baseline fuel flow rate per engine in taxi-out (blue curve in Figure 1) was regressed against the
mean values of the selected predictor variables. An ordinary least squares (OLS) regression approach was found to be
sufficient to develop this simplistic model (which is based on the same functional form as the current AEDT model). Table 1
shows the OLS-derived equations for modeling the fuel flow rate in taxi-out for six aircraft types.
Table 1. Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression equations to model fuel flow rate per engine during taxi-out, along with
the number of observations (flights) in the training dataset.
is the baseline taxi fuel flow rate from the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) engine emissions databank (International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), 2014), and
δ and θ are the pressure and temperature ratios relative to standard atmospheric values.

We also compared predictions from such baseline fuel flow modeling with the estimates provided by AEDT, which uses the
ICAO fuel burn indices in conjunction with the Boeing Fuel Flow Correction. Because the pressure and temperature ratios are
approximately 1 for taxi operations, the multiplicative factor in Table 1 is the key differentiator from AEDT, which uses a
constant value of 1.1 for all aircraft types. The results are shown in Table 2 and suggest that significant benefits may be
achieved through such a data-driven methodology.
Table 2. Performance of the ordinary least squares (OLS)-based baseline fuel flow rate models and the Aviation
Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) model to predict fuel flow rates on unseen test data during taxi-out. The number of
flights in the test data is also shown.

Recently, these results have been extended to include another source of taxi fuel burn data provided by Airlines for America
(A4A), which included both A320 and B737 aircraft types. The former allowed us to compare the A320 results from these
data compared with the FDR data reported above, and the latter allowed us to develop taxi fuel burn estimates for the B737,
which had been a major gap in our analysis to date. Given the prevalence of B737 operations in the United States, this was
a critical gap to be filled. In each case, the A4A data provided total fuel burn for a large number of flights, which allowed us
to estimate total fuel burn models of the form
Total fuel burn = [taxi-out fuel flow rate] × taxi-out time + [airborne fuel flow rate] × airTime + [taxi-in fuel flow rate] ×
taxi-in time + intercept
The bolded term is the one of interest given the objectives of this program. For the A320, the regression model was trained
on the A4A data from 2014 (123,995 flights), tested on 2012–2013 + 2015 data (396,334 flights) for A320-232 (includes
V2527-A5 and V2527E-A5 engine types). The resulting linear regression model was
Total fuel burn = 21.3 × taxi-out time + 94.7 × airTime + 21.5 × taxi-in time + 535.4
The estimated taxi-out fuel flow rate of 21.3 lb/min was compared with the FDR baseline fuel flow rate (with CFM56-5B4/2
engines) of 25.8 lb/min, with the difference being attributed to the different engine types between the FDR and A4A analysis.
The 21.3 lb/min estimated fuel flow rate is 63% of the ICAO fuel flow rate (V2527-A5) estimate of 33.9 lb/min.
For the B737, the regression model was trained on A4A data from 2014 (193,727 flights) and tested on 2012–2013 + 2015
data (810,155 flights). Most were B737 with CFM56 engines. The resulting linear regression model was
Total fuel burn = 22.0 × taxi-out time + 81.2 × airTime + 23.6 × taxi-in time + 588.3
The estimated taxi-out fuel flow rate of 22.0 lb/min is 76% of the baseline ICAO fuel flow rate (CFM56-7B24 engines) of 28.8
lb/min.
Task 1.B: Extend Phase 1 findings on airport-specific differences that significantly affect surface fuel burn to more
U.S. airports
Airport-specific taxi-out times are available in AEDT but are outdated. For this part of the study, taxi times were collected
from the FAA’s ASPM. This dataset contains flight-specific taxi-out times, available to the nearest minute. ASPM data from
flights across 25 major U.S. airports were aggregated for dates between 2011 and 2018 to provide information about
changes in taxi times over many years.

Figure 2 shows the taxi-out time statistics for 25 airports for 2017. The red dotted line is the 19-min taxi-out time assumption
from the ICAO LTO cycle. For some airports, this is a reasonably good approximation of the median of the distribution, but
for others it is not (the red % value gives the error between the median and the 19-min approximation). Sometimes it is
beneficial to reduce the number of taxi time distributions to a few clusters that capture the spectrum of differences seen in
the taxi-out distributions for all airports. To this end, each of the airport distributions was fitted to a cumulative distribution
function and the resulting curves were clustered into 6 groups. For some clusters (such as cluster 1), the 19-min
approximation was relatively accurate. However, for other clusters (such as cluster 5), such an estimate would introduce
significant error compared with the actual taxi-out time at the airports in this group. It is also interesting to note which
airports are paired. For example, JFK and LGA have been identified as airports with similar taxi-out characteristics. Both
distributions have a higher spread and higher mean compared with other airports. In contrast, Chicago Midway (MDW) is
dissimilar enough from any of the other airports that it is placed in a cluster (6) by itself.

Figure 2. Boxplot of airport distributions by clustering group (outliers removed).
The multiple years of data also allowed us to see how taxi time varied over time as infrastructure changed at the airports, as
well as with seasonal, weather (e.g., visual vs. instrumental meteorological conditions), and airport configuration differences.
Examples of these are shown in Figures 3 and 4 below. Equivalent figures have been generated for all 25 airports.
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Figure 3. Boxplot of 2011–2018 taxi-out time distributions for Chicago O’Hare Airport (ORD).

Figure 4. Boxplot of taxi-out time distributions as a function of weather (visual vs. instrumental meteorological conditions,
VMC vs. IMC) and runway configurations for Chicago O’Hare Airport (ORD).
Adding gate, pushback, and engine startup fuel estimates
To establish a more accurate model of fuel burn at a given airport, the fuel consumed during engine startup, as well as the
APU contribution at the gate, pushback, and engine startup, was also investigated in this study. Differences in fuel burn for

these phases across different airports were found to be negligible; however, fuel burn distributions were found to vary
significantly between different aircraft types. For this analysis, data from FDR was available for a European carrier for a
selection of aircraft types. This contains a record over time of information specific to a flight, including fuel burn and velocity.
Figure 5 shows the raw FDR data for a sample flight. For this part of the analysis, the flight was broken up into multiple
segments, because the gate, pushback, and engine start have different APU and engine fuel burn settings. APU fuel burn
rates were obtained from the ACRP 02-25 guidance document (ACRP 02-25, 2012), which groups aircraft into categories
(narrow body, wide body, jumbo wide body, regional jet, and turbo prop) and gives the APU settings for the “no load” (gate),
“environmental control systems” (pushback), and “main engine start” conditions for each aircraft category. The APU is turned
on while at the gate in the “no load” condition, after the aircraft has been disconnected from the gate’s electricity. Through
discussion with an experienced commercial pilot, we determined that the APU is typically first turned on between 10 and 15
min before pushing back from the gate at large U.S. airports. Therefore, for all aircraft, the gate time was assumed to be
12.5 min, although different assumptions may be appropriate at other airports; for example, where off-gate stands are more
common. Pushback was defined from the point at which the aircraft began to move back from the gate to the point when
one of the engines began burning fuel. As can be seen in Figure 4, most aircraft start the first engine while still in the process
of pushback by the tug from the gate, before halting and completing engine startup with the remaining engines. Engine
startup was defined from the end of pushback to when the aircraft begins to move for taxi after all engines have started up
and post-engine checklists are complete.

Figure 5. Example flight data recorder (FDR) data for a single flight gate, pushback, and engine start event.
Much of the work incorporated preprocessing the data before performing statistical analysis, because many flights had
corrupted data, such as non-zero fuel or velocity at the beginning of the track. Once tracks had been corrected for these
issues, the fuel burn totals for the gate/pushback/engine start processes were aggregated over all flights of a given aircraft
type available in the FDR data as a statistical approach to building fuel burn histograms from historical data. The resulting
fuel burn distributions for the types studied are shown in Figure 6 (left). The relationship between fuel burn and aircraft size
was then investigated as a means to predict the fuel burn of flights not within the FDR dataset. The maximum takeoff weight
was used for each data type, pulled from the BADA 3.6 dataset (EUROCONTROL, n.d.). The total fuel burned during
gate/pushback/engine start is shown in Figure 6 (right) to be linearly related to the weight of the aircraft type; this correlation
was used to predict the approximate fuel burn for aircraft types not available in the FDR data set. Estimates for some example
types using the observed correlation are presented as dashed lines in Figure 6 (left).
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Figure 6. PDF curves for gate, pushback, and engine start fuel burn by aircraft type.
The total fuel burn between the gate up to the point at which an aircraft begins to taxi can be seen to vary significantly
between aircraft types and can be a significant fraction of total surface fuel burn. Figure 7 shows the percentage of pre-taxi
fuel burn relative to total surface fuel burn from the types analyzed from the FDR data. For narrow body aircraft, this
percentage of total fuel burn is higher than that of the larger body aircraft, as seen in the left plot of Figure 6. The right plot
of the figure shows that the typical contribution of the pre-taxi fuel compared with the total fuel burned on the aircraft
surface is between 10% and 40% on average, reinforcing the need to carefully consider this component of surface fuel burn.

Figure 7. Pre-taxi fuel burn as a percentage of total fuel burned during departure from gate to wheels-off, per aircraft type
(left) and as an aggregate distribution (right).
Task 1.C: Identify AEDT surface APM enhancements to support emissions and noise inventories
The work to date has focused on the enhancement of AEDT surface APM to support fuel burn models. We have begun to
conduct a preliminary study (based on prior literature) to identify potential first-order effects in the modeling of emissions
and noise. Our literature survey for emissions modeling has considered literature on NOx (e.g., P3-T3 methods), HC, CO, and
soot emissions. The references in the bibliography have been the primary sources reviewed for emissions modeling. In
ongoing work, we are undertaking a similar exercise on noise modeling, beginning with ACRP 02-27 (2009; 2013).
Task 1.D: Recommend AEDT APM enhancements and coordinate with AEDT APM developers
Based on the modeling enhancements developed from this process, specific targeted recommendations for AEDT APM
improvements for the surface domain will be made. Coordination will be required throughout with the primary AEDT APM

developers; that is, Volpe and ATAC, to ensure that the research is practical and will directly inform enhancements to the
APM.

Major Accomplishments

The proposed work is expected to have high impact as it will improve the accuracy and expand the capability to model
surface fuel, and therefore noise and emissions within AEDT.

Milestone

Tasks 1.A to 1.D were carried out from September 2018 to August 2019. Phase 3 tasks (see below) are planned.

Publications

Published Conference Proceedings
Clemons, E., Reynolds, T.G., Badrinath, S., Chati, Y., & Balakrishnan H. (2018). Enhancing aircraft fuel burn modeling
on the airport surface. AIAA Aviation 2018 Conference, Atlanta

Outreach Efforts

Presentation at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) AVIATION 2018 Conference

Awards
None.

Student Involvement

Graduate students have been involved in all aspects of this research. Dr. Y. S. Chati received his PhD from MIT in 2018, and
currently works at Apple Inc. Sandeep Badrinath is currently a PhD candidate at MIT.

Plans for Next Period

Phase 3 tasks are planned next and will commence when the next funding increment is released. Planned tasks are below.
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Task 2 – Enhancements to AEDT’s Dispersion Modeling Capabilities
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory

Objective(s)
Research Approach

Task 2.A: Undertake more detailed studies to extend AEDT capabilities to model surface noise and emissions
impacts
In the prior phase of the work, relevant literature sources and other modeling approaches were identified and reviewed with
respect to surface noise and emissions modeling (e.g., ACRP reports, P3-T3 emissions models). Based on these activities, a
roadmap has been developed of how researchers will use the enhanced surface fuel flow models to benefit noise and
emissions modeling in AEDT. The current proposal is to map engine power settings for different taxi phases (stops, idle taxi,
and accelerations) to noise and emissions effects. By considering the accuracy of resulting noise and emissions effects as a
function of location on the airport surface, we can start to understand the potential utility of these proposed enhancements.
We are initially using the case of A320 FDR data to illustrate how we can analyze taxi speed profiles to identify acceleration
events on the airport surface. These in turn can be used to determine correlations between acceleration events and fuel flow
and thrust spikes from the relevant parameters in the FDR data. In this task, similar correlations will be found for other
aircraft types contained in our FDR data archive, which can then be used for airports where we do not have FDR data but we
do have ASDE-X data from which we can identify acceleration events as a function of time and location. The resulting fuel
flow and thrust profiles will be used as input to appropriate noise and emissions analyses for those airports. Sensitivity
studies will also be conducted as appropriate.
The main subtasks to be undertaken are as follows:
1. Enhance AEDT’s surface performance modeling to improve AEDT’s dispersion modeling capabilities for airport air
quality analysis. The surface performance model currently available in AEDT is the Delay, Sequence and Queuing
Model (DSQM). In its current implementation, DSQM sometimes exhibits congestion on the taxiway network, with
long delays resulting in delayed flights, incorrect runway assignments, and errors in the emissions attributed to
extended runways (especially in case of heavy aircraft). The research team will assess the current implementation
of DSQM and associated issues, will make recommendations on improvements and, if appropriate, will develop a
new and improved surface queuing model that would address these issues.
2. Evaluate and refine baseline fuel burn/emissions indices by considering modeling techniques based on analysis of
FDR data, and evaluate discrepancies with the ICAO Emissions Databank values by leveraging the A4A fuel burn
data.
3. Make initial enhancements to noise models by incorporating location-specific thrust levels during taxi (e.g., ramp
area, taxiways, runway queues).
Task 2.B: Identify representative application scenarios and estimate the impact of improved surface movement
modeling capability
The main subtasks to be undertaken are as follows:
1. Use AEDT baseline modeling (with improved DSQM and/or newly developed surface performance model as
described in Task 1.A) and user-defined input to predict noise, emission, and fuel burn for the scenarios identified.
2. Compare the predictions and evaluate the impact of improved surface movement modeling capability.
3. Identify a few practical scenarios that represent environmental analysis of typical airport settings.

Priorities for extensions will be established through continued engagement with FAA sponsors, AEDT developers, and other
appropriate stakeholders.
Task 2.C: Develop implementation plan to transition appropriate surface modeling enhancements into the operational
AEDT product
The research team conducts regular analysis status and results review with FAA sponsors and AEDT developers. This will
continue in the current tasking, with the intent to identify an implementation plan and schedule to transition specific surface
modeling enhancements into appropriate versions of the operational AEDT product given their developmental maturity and
programmatic priorities. Further engage with AEDT developers who, in prior phases of the work, identified the need for
functionality tailored to different user classes:
1. Basic users wanting the ability to select “canned” options representative of typical operating conditions; for
example, based on ASPM-derived empirical distributions. We can also analyze the impact of infrastructure
development (e.g., runway construction) that could change airport capacity and traffic flows on the surface and
subsequently affect fuel burn, noise, and emissions.
2. Intermediate users wanting the ability to modify behaviors based on appropriate modeled parameters; for
example, available in the existing AEDT DSQM and the new surface performance model if proposed.
3. Advanced users wanting complete control over all aspects of aircraft and airport dynamics; for example, based on
ASDE-X data.

Major Accomplishments

This work will enable this by maturing enhanced surface fuel, noise and emissions models and then work with AEDT
developers and key stakeholders to develop an implementation plan which transitions these enhancements into the
operational AEDT product. By tailoring the enhancements to different AEDT user classes, the impacts of the model
enhancements will be maximized across the spectrum of AEDT users.

Publications
N/A

Outreach Efforts
N/A

Awards
None.

Student Involvement

Sandeep Badrinath, PhD candidate, MIT

Plans for Next Period
N/A

